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SUMMARY. Many scientific problems require that treatment comparisons be adjusted for post-

treatment variables, but the estimands underlying standard methods are not causal effects. To

address this defficiency, we propose a general framework for comparing treatments adjusting

for post-treatment variables that yields “principal effects” based on “principal stratification”.

Principal stratification with respect to a post-treatment variable is a cross-classification of sub-

jects defined by the joint potential values of that post-treatment variable under each of the

treatments being compared. Principal effects are causal effects within a principal stratum. The

key property of principal strata is that they are not affected by treatment assignment, and there-

fore, can be used just as any pre-treatment covariate, such as age category. As a result, the

central property of our principal effects is that they are always causal effects, and do not suf-

fer from the complications of standard post-treatment-adjusted estimands. We discuss briefly

that such principal causal effects are the link between three recent applications with adjustment

for post-treatment variables: (i) treatment noncompliance; (ii) missing outcomes (dropout) fol-

lowing treatment noncompliance; and (iii) “censoring by death”. We then attack the problem

of surrogate or biomarker endpoints, where we show, using principal causal effects, that all

current definitions of surrogacy, even when perfectly true, do not generally have the desired in-

terpretation as causal effects of treatment on outcome. We go on to formulate estimands based

on principal stratification and principal causal effects, and show their superiority.

KEY WORDS: Biomarker; Causal inference; Censoring by death; Missing data; Noncompli-
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1. Background.

Decisions in medicine, public health, and social policy depend critically on appropriate evalu-

ation of competing treatments and policies. The extraction of information about such compar-

isons, which we can broadly view as causal inference, has been a growing area of statistical

research in recent years. A statistical framework for causal inference that has received espe-

cially increasing attention is the one based on “potential outcomes”, originally introduced by

Neyman (1923) for randomized experiments and randomization-based inference, and gener-

alized and extended by Rubin (1974, 1977, 1978) for nonrandomized studies and alternative

forms of inference. Fundamentally, in this framework, often termed Rubin’s causal model

(Holland, 1986), a unit (e.g., a patient) is considered at a particular place and time; treatments

are interventions each of which can be potentially applied to each unit; and potential outcomes

are all the outcomes that would be observed when each of the treatments would be applied to

each of the units. Then, a causal comparison between, say, two treatments is a comparison of

the potential outcomes of the same group of units under the two treatment conditions.

A major difference between the potential outcomes and other frameworks for causal infer-

ence (e.g., simultaneous equations, Goldberger, 1972; Heckman, 1978) is that in the former, the

definition of causal effects is separated from any probability models about the way in which

units are assigned to treatments, namely the assignment mechanism (Rubin, 1978), and this

separation is regarded broadly (though not uniformly; see, e.g., Dawid, 2000) as useful. This

clarifying role of potential outcomes has been important in research, including, for example,

the earlier works on the concept of ignorable assignment (def. Rubin, 1974, 1977, 1978);

propensity scores (def. Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983a); the concept of sequential ignorability

and associated methods (Rubin, 1978; Robins, 1986), and others. More recently, methods are

also becoming available to address treatment noncompliance using potential outcomes, start-

ing mainly with work by Baker and Lindeman (1994), Imbens and Rubin (1994), Robins and
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Greenland (1994), Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996), and currently receiving even more atten-

tion (e.g., Frangakis and Rubin, 1999; Hirano et al., 2000), although an earlier related approach

was discussed by Sommer and Zeger (1991).

In Sec. 2 we discuss the more general problem of how to formulate comparisons of treat-

ments adjusting for a post-treatment outcome variable that is not the primary endpoint. We

document that the current estimands called “net-treatment comparisons” are not causal effects,

as noted by Rosenbaum (1984). We also discuss that other current estimands in this problem

(e.g., Robins and Greenland, 1992) assume the post-treatment variable is controllable and thus

are difficult to interpret when the post-treatment variable is not directly controlled.

In Sec. 3 we present a general framework for comparing treatments where the estimands

are adjusted for post-treatment variables and yet are always causal effects: “principal effects”

using “principal stratification”. A principal stratification with respect to a post-treatment vari-

able is a cross-classification of the units based on their joint potential values of that variable

under each of the treatments being compared. Principal effects are comparisons of treatments

within principal strata. The key property of a principal stratification is that it is not affected by

treatment and, therefore, can be used as a pre-treatment covariate. Thus, the central property

of our principal effects is that they are always causal effects. In Sec. 4, we discuss briefly that

principal causal effects link three recent applications.

In Sec. 5 we discuss the problem of surrogate endpoints, and show, using principal effects,

that all current definitions of surrogacy, even when true, do not generally define causal effects

of treatment on outcome. We go on to formulate estimands based on principal stratification and

principal effects, and show their superiority. Sec. 6 provides remarks and directions for further

research; throughout, we focus on the fundamental issue of definition of estimands rather than

methods of estimation.
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2. Adjusting causal effects for post-treatment variables: goal and standard approaches.

Consider a group of units
���������	�	�
���

where each can be potentially assigned either a standard

treatment �� �����
or a new treatment �� �����

. (For more treatments, see Sec. 6). The objective

is to measure an outcome � (e.g. survival status) at a specific time after assignment of each

unit. Let ������ � be the value of � if unit
�

is assigned treatment � , for � �������
. Then, a causal

effect of assignment on the outcome � is defined to be a comparison between the ordered sets

of potential outcomes on a common set of units, e.g., a comparison between� ���� ����� �"! set #�$ and
� ���% ���&� �'! set ()$ � (2

�
1)

given the groups of units, set # and set ( , being compared are identical (Neyman, 1923, Rubin,

1974, 1978). Examples include a comparison of the means of �*�� ��� and ���% ��� , or the median of

���% ����+ ���� �,� for
�-�.�/���
�	�	���

. The potential outcomes and the causal effects are generally not

all observable, even with random assignment, although such assignment simplifies estimation.

When additional covariates are measured prior to the assignment, then comparisons in the sub-

group of units with a given covariate value describe subgroup causal effects of the assignment.

With no loss of generality and to avoid extra notation, we will subsequently assume we are al-

ready within cells defined by observed pre-treatment variables and ignore the issue of sampling

of units from a population.

In many types of studies, after each unit
�

gets assigned treatment 01� , a post-treatment

variable 2�3�465� is measured in addition to measuring the main outcome � . For simplicity of

notation, we assume the variable 2 3�465� is binary (e.g., 1 for low, 2 for high), although our

approach can be immediately extended to any format (e.g, see Sec. 6). Important types of

studies where such post-treatment variables arise, include:

7 clinical trials, where a post-treatment variable 2 38465 is a measure of subjects’ compliance

to the originally assigned treatment;
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7 studies with long follow-up, where whether or not the subject drops out is a post-treatment

variable (missingness of outcome);

7 studies where the outcome intended to be recorded can be “censored by death”;

7 studies comparing drugs for AIDS patients, where “surrogate” markers of progression,

such as CD4 count and measures of viral load (Prentice, 1989; Lin, Fleming, and De

Gruttola, 1997; Buyse et al., 2000), are post-treatment variables.

The first three are discussed briefly in Sec. 4, and the fourth is discussed at length in Sec. 5.

The variable 2"3�465 generally encodes characteristics of the unit as well as of the treatment.

For instance, in the example of clinical trials above, post-treatment noncompliance encodes

information about efficacy – the effect of taking the treatment, as well as characteristics of

compliance behavior of individual subjects. In such cases, an important study goal, and our

objective, is to compare the effects of treatments on � “after adjusting” for the post-treatment

characteristics, in a way that the adjusted estimands are causal effects.

A standard method adjusts for the post-treatment variable using a comparison (e.g., differ-

ence in means) between the distributions

pr
� � 3�465� 9 2 3�465� �;:�� 0�� �<� $ and pr

� � 38465� 9 2 38465� �;:�� 0�� ��� $ � (2
�
2)

where � 38465� � �=���0"� � , the observed outcome. Comparison (2
�
2) is called the “net treatment”

effect of assignment 0 adjusting for the post-treatment variable 213�465 (Cochran, 1957; Rosen-

baum, 1984), and compares outcomes under standard versus new treatment for subjects who

got a common value
:

(e.g.,
:
=“high”) of 2-38465 . For example, the current definitions for a sur-

rogate endpoint by Prentice (1989), Freedman et al. (1992), Lin et al. (1997, eq. 2), Buyse

and Molenbergh (1998), and Buyse et al. (2000) are all based on regressions in the sense of
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(2
�
2). The key to understanding such adjustments is to recognize that 2 3�465� is 2>���0"� � , that is, the

observed value of one of two potential values 2?�% ����� 2>�� ��� , depending on treatment assignment.

Assume for simplicity the condition that the treatment assignment 01� is completely ran-

domized, that is, pr �0'� �@� 9 2>�% ����� 2>�� ����� ���� �,�A� �=�% ���B� is a common constant across subjects.

Then the net treatment comparison (2
�
2) is equivalent to the comparison between

pr
� ���� ��� 9 2>�% ���"��: $ and pr

� �=�� �/� 9 2>�� �/�-�C: $ � (2
�
3)

Comparison (2
�
3) is problematic if the treatment has any effect on the post-treatment variable

(Rosenbaum, 1984), because the groups
� �D� 2?�% ���D�E: $ (i.e., who get post-treatment value:

under standard treatment) and
� �D� 2F�% ���G�H: $ (i.e., who get post-treatment value

:
under

new treatment) are not the same groups of subjects. Then, according to definition (2
�
1), the

comparison (2
�
3) is not a causal effect. This concern is known to epidemiologists as post-

treatment selection bias in estimating causal effects (e.g., see Rosenbaum, 1984; Robins and

Greenland, 1992).

Potential values 2*�� ��� and 2>�� ��� were also used by Robins and Greenland (1992) (RG)

but, like Rosenbaum (1984), RG did not use those values to define causal effects adjusted for

the post-treatment variable. Instead, RG used a framework where both the treatment and the

post-treatment variable are controllable, and defined a priori counterfactual values of outcomes

� that would have been observed under assignment to treatment � and if the post-treatment

variable somehow were simultaneously forced to attain a value
:
. This framework with its

a priori counterfactual estimands is not compatible with the studies we consider, which do

not directly control the post-treatment variable. Specifically, most of the values of outcomes

in this framework are not just unobserved-existent potential outcomes, but are nonexistent (a

priori counterfactual) in the studies we consider. For example, consider a subject who, when

assigned the standard treatment, yields a low value of the post-treatment CD4: for that subject,
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the value of the outcome � if assignment to standard treatment were to yield a high value of

the post-treatment CD4 is nonexistent (i.e., a priori counterfactual) in the study (see also Sec.

5.2). Evidently, no existing approach has suitably addressed these limitations.

3. Principal Stratification and Principal Causal Effects.

Our proposal for adjustment for the post-treatment variable always generates causal effects

because it always compares potential outcomes for a common set of people. Consider all the

potential values of the post-treatment variable jointly, and construct the following partitions.

DEFINITION (a) The basic principal stratification I�J with respect to post-treatment variable

2 is the partition of units
�K�H�/���
�	�	���

such that within any set of I�J , all units have the same

vector �2*�% ����� 2>�� ���L� . (b) A principal stratification I with respect to post-treatment variable 2
is a partition of the units whose sets are unions of sets in the basic principal stratification I-J .
An example of a principal stratification I is the partition of subjects into the set whose post-

treatment variable is unaffected by treatment in this study (i.e., with 2?�� �/�K� 2>�� ��� ) and into

the remaining subjects (i.e., with 2F�� ���NM� 2>�% ��� ). It is important to note that, generally, we

cannot directly observe the principal stratum to which a subject belongs because we cannot

directly observe both 2*�� ��� and 2>�% ��� for any
�
. For example, a subject with 2F�O ���P�Q�

may

belong to either stratum
� �R� 2F�% ���R�S�T� 2>�� ���U�V� $ or stratum

� �W� 2*�% ���R���T� 2>�% ���R��� $ . It

is, nevertheless, also important at this stage to act as if we knew both 2X ��� and 2X ��� in order to

determine which quantities are causal.

Generally, a principal stratification generates the following estimands.

DEFINITION Let I be a principal stratification with respect to the post-treatment variable 2 ,

and let 2�Y� indicate the stratum of I to which unit
�

belongs. Then, a principal effect with

respect to that principal stratification is defined as a comparison of potential outcomes under
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standard versus new treatment within a principal stratum Z in I , that is, a comparison between

the ordered sets � �=�% ����� 2 Y� � Z[$ and
� �=�� �/�&� 2 Y� � Z[$ � (3

�
1)

The importance of principal effects draws from their conditioning on principal strata. Al-

though the potential variable 2*�� ��� generally differs from 2*�� ��� , the value of the ordered pair

82>�% ����� 2>�� ���B� is, by definition, not affected by treatment, just like the pair (birthdate, gender).

Therefore, we have

PROPERTY 1 The stratum 2"Y� , to which unit
�

belongs, is unaffected by treatment for any prin-

cipal stratification I .

And, by definition (2
�
1), we have:

PROPERTY 2 Any principal effect, as defined in (3
�
1), is a causal effect.

Expressed in epidemiologists’ terminology, if memberships 21Y� were known, stratification of

the subjects by 2 Y� would adjust for the personal characteristics reflected in the post-treatment

variable without introducing treatment selection bias, for any principal stratification I .

The standard net-treatment comparisons (2
�
3) are functions of the basic principal causal ef-

fects and the corresponding distribution across these strata, pr 82 Y,\� � Z � . Thus, if we have the

basic principal causal effects and the counts of units in each of the basic principal stratum, we

learn more, not less, about the problem than if we have only net-treatment comparisons. More-

over, because principal effects are causal effects, their estimation is critical for understanding

the process by which treatments act on subjects, and in some situations also useful for more

reliable generalization of results, as we shall see.

Setting principal causal effects to be the goal also helps focus the role of inference. Infer-

ence about the principal effects, for example, in I�J , requires prediction of the subjects’ missing

memberships to the principal strata, as determined by 2'] � 5 � � 2>�%�� �^� all
�`_ � M� 0"��$ , as well
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as prediction of the subjects’ missing potential outcomes �D] � 5 � � ���%�� �a�
all

�b_ � M� 0"��$ .

Specifically, the observed data are cN3�465 � ��d3�465 � 2�3�465 � 0 � and the likelihood ise �c 3�465 _�fhg���fhib�"�kjlj
pr
� 0 9 ��m ����� �n ���B��� 2 Y,\ $o pr 82 Y,\ 9 f/gp� o pr

� ��m ����� �q ���L� 9 2 Y,\ _rf[i $Ds�� ] � 5 sp2 ] � 5 � (3
�
2)

where
f g

and
f i

denote parameters governing the proportions of basic principal strata, and the

distribution of potential outcomes in these strata, respectively. In (3
�
2), omission of the unit

subscript “
�
” means collection over all subjects in the data; integration over �D] � 5 operates on

the decomposition � � �� 3�465 � �P] � 5 � ; and integration over 2"] � 5 operates on �2 3�465 � 2`] � 5 � that

determine membership to the principal strata. (Note: in problems where a principal stratum im-

plies that the outcome � 3�465 itself is missing, e.g., as in those discussed in Sec. 4, the likelihood

is a modification of (3
�
2).)

The likelihood function (3
�
2) can be used for estimation of principal causal effects as func-

tions of
f i

and
f g

, with either likelihood or Bayesian inference. With no additional assump-

tions, there is generally no unique maximum likelihood estimate of  f i �rf g � . Nevertheless, we

can often build plausible restrictions to capitalize on the scientific structure of each problem, for

example, using covariates to predict principal strata, including information on dose-response

curves within principal strata, or information on lag until and length of time for a treatment ac-

tion based on pharmacokinetics. The framework can also host a combination of estimation with

sensitivity analyses for the causal effects, for example in the sense of exploring ranges of unob-

served quantities as done, in different contexts, in Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983b), Scharfstein,

Rotnitzky, and Robins (1999), and Goetghebeur et al. (2000), and whose extreme application

results in the use of bounds (e.g., Manski, 1990; Balke and Pearl, 1997).
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4. Brief Review of Principal Effects in Three Examples.

We briefly review three examples of recently worked problems involving post-treatment vari-

ables, (i) treatment noncompliance; (ii) missing outcomes following treatment noncompliance;

and (iii) “censoring by death”.

An example of recent methods for addressing treatment noncompliance is Imbens and Ru-

bin (1994, 1997) who reanalyzed a study on vitamin A by Sommer and Zeger (1991). In that

study: (a) the controlled intervention was randomization of children to receive vitamin A or

not and the outcome was mortality; (b) the uncontrolled post-treatment variable was the actual

taking of vitamin A; and interest focused on (c) formulating and estimating the effect of taking

versus not taking vitamin A (as opposed to the effect of being assigned or not assigned to take

vitamin A). To address (c), Imbens and Rubin (1997) estimated the “complier average causal

effect” (CACE), which is a causal effect of assignment on the subjects who would comply with

treatment no matter the assignment (“compliers”). Therefore, this approach to adjusting for

noncompliance is a special case of the framework of Sec. 3, where the compliers are a stra-

tum in the principal stratification with respect to the post-treatment “compliance behavior”. In

that and related applications dealing with noncompliance, CACE is a special case of a prin-

cipal effect. Thus, the following comparison of CACE to other estimands when faced with

noncompliance shows the strengths of our framework.

First, CACE is, by Property 2, always a well defined causal effect. In contrast, a stan-

dard estimand to evaluate the actual taking of treatment compares the observed outcomes of

subjects taking new treatment (vitamin A) to the observed outcomes of subjects taking con-

trol, within treatment assignment arm. That is, it compares pr ��t3�465 9 2�3�465 � �p� 0 � � � to

pr �� 3�465 9 2 3�465 �l�/� 0 � � � for � �SuT���
, which, in analogy to (2

�
2), is a “net-treatment” effect

of the new treatment adjusted for assignment. The comparison of these estimands for � �Cuv���
,

also known as an “as-treated” estimand, is not a causal effect without the exchangeability of
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prognosis for subjects who take and those who do not take new treatment within assignment

arm. Quite generally, however, practitioners and regulatory agencies (e.g., US FDA) do not

trust such exchangeabilty assumptions for uncontrolled compliance (e.g., The Coronary Drug

Project Research Group, 1980; Zelen, 1990). Other estimands to address the actual taking of

treatment are defined by comparing subjects’ outcomes that, for a fixed level of the controllable

assignment � , would have been observed under two scenarios: first, if all subjects (includ-

ing noncompliers) would have somehow been forced to take the new treatment; second, if the

same subjects would have somehow been forced to take the standard treatment. These esti-

mands, therefore, involve outcome values that are a priori counterfactual (see also Frangakis,

Rubin, and Zhou, 2001, rejoinder), that is, they do not exist as functions of the controllable

factor ( � ) alone, and, therefore, their meaning as causal effects is not well defined.

Considerable growth of literature has followed or was proposed independently of Imbens

and Rubin (1994, 1997) on methods to better address noncompliance (e.g., Baker and Linde-

man, 1994; Robins and Greenland, 1994; Angrist et al., 1996, Goetghebeur and Molenberghs,

1996; Robins, 1998; Rubin, 1998). On the other hand, we are aware of no previous work that

has linked such recent approaches for noncompliance to the more general class of problems

with post-treatment variables.

An important such problem was recently reported by Barnard, Frangakis, Hill and Rubin

(2001) in a large experiment to evaluate school choice programs, where (a) the randomized

intervention was the offering of school vouchers to children of low income parents, and (b)

uncontrolled post-treatment variables were both the actual use of vouchers, and the subsequent

taking of tests to measure achievement. For such cases, Frangakis and Rubin (1997, 1999) had

shown that in order to estimate even the “intention-to-treat” effect of randomized treatment

on achievement ability (i.e, an effect that ignores compliance): (i) it is not appropriate to use

“intention-to-treat” analyses (i.e., analyses that ignore compliance data); and (ii) the princi-
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pal strata defined by both compliance and missingness of outcome must be used. Barnard et

al. (2001) took into account these principal strata, and thereby proposed a more appropriate

method of estimation of intention-to-treat effects as well as of other effects.

Another important such problem is discussed by Rubin (1998, Sec. 6; 2000), “censoring by

death”: subjects are assigned to treatments, the intended outome is quality of life at one year

after assignment, and the post-treatment variable indicates death before the first year. Quality

of life is “missing” for such cases, not because a non-null value exists and is unobserved, as

often treated by standard approaches, but simply because a non-null value does not exist. For-

mulating causal effects of treatment on quality of life is subtle, first because such comparisons

are restricted by the life of subjects, and second because life, as a post-treatment variable, can

be affected by treatment. The outline described in Rubin (2000) to address this problem is

another special case of principal stratification.

Other types of post-treatment censoring can also be addressed using principal stratification

and effects. For example, Frangakis and Rubin (2001) use a related formulation to address

design and estimation of survival curves using double sampling in the combined presence of

administrative censoring and loss to follow-up (see also, Baker, Wax, and Patterson, 1993).

5. Defining Surrogate Endpoints Using Principal Causal Effects.

5
�
1 The two goals of surrogate endpoints and previous approaches revisited.

Often in therapeutic trials, comparison of treatments for the outcome of primary importance,

e.g., survival time, may require a long and practically infeasible follow-up. Nevertheless, if

there exist variables measurable early in the follow-up and known to be linked to the effect of

the treatments on survival, then such variables can arguably help understand the effect of treat-

ment on the outcome. There is currently growing literature on such “surrogate” or “biomarker”

endpoint variables (e.g., Prentice, 1989; Freedman et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1997; Buyse et al.,
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2000). The most fundamental question is the definition of a surrogate endpoint so that it has an

appropriate interpretation and can be used reliably for prediction.

To help fix ideas, consider a study where the treatments are standard �� � ���
and new

�� �w�/�
therapy for AIDS patients. If patient

�
is assigned treatment � , let �>���� � denote the

outcome of survival time (the primary endpoint), and let 2?���� � denote the measurement of CD4

count (“H”=high, “L”=low) at 2 months after treatment assignment. Also, to better present

our arguments in a simple setting, we assume that: no patient dies before 2 months so that

2 3�465� � 2>���0"� � is measured for all subjects, that treatment assignments
� 0-�8$ are completely

randomized, and that �x3�465� is measured for all subjects, thereby creating what we call a “vali-

dation” study.

In order to have an appropriate interpretation as a surrogate, the post-treatment variable 2
should possess two properties:

PROPERTY 3 Causal Necessity: 2 is necessary for the effect of treatment on the outcome �
in the sense that an effect of treatment on � can occur only if an effect of treatment on 2 has

occurred.

PROPERTY 4 Statistical Generalizability: 2 3�465 should well predict � 3�465 in an “application”

study, where we do not wait for measurements � 3�465 .
The property of causal necessity is important because it tells us if the treatment can act on the

outcome without acting on the surrogate. This information is central for improving the focus

of therapy or drug-development. The property of generalizability is important when it is not

feasible to wait for the primary outcome in the application study.

In an early effort to satisfy these properties, Prentice (1989) defined 2 38465 to be a surro-

gate if it satisfies certain criteria, mainly that the observed outcome � 38465�  � �=���0"� �B� should be

conditionally independent of the assigned treatment 01� given the observed value 2 38465� of the
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post-treatment variable in the validation study. (Prentice, 1989, used a hazard regression pa-

rameterization for multiple-time measurements on 2-38465 . For clarity, we discuss the single-time

measurement case – the generalization is simple but notationally tedious.) When exact inde-

pendence is not expected, related approaches have been proposed that compare results of the

regression of the outcome on treatment before and after conditioning on the variable 2 3�465 , as

with comparison of parameter coefficients (Freedman, et al., 1992, Lin et al., 1997), and more

recently with comparison of coefficients of determination (e.g., Buyse and Molenberghs, 1998;

Buyse et al., 2000; Gail et al., 2000).

More generally, all these approaches are based on “net-treatment” comparisons (Sec. 2),

where 2 3�465 is considered a surrogate if 2 3�465 is a good predictor (relative to treatment 0 ) of

outcome � 3�465 when conditioning on both 2 38465 and 0 in the validation study. Thus, with respect

to the way of “adjusting” for 2 38465 , we can collectively regard all such current definitions as

variants generated from Prentice’s main criterion for defining a statistical surrogate:

DEFINITION (Statistical Surrogate in a Randomized Experiment). 2 is a statistical surrogate

for a comparison of the effect of � �<�
vs. � ���

on � if, for all fixed
:
, that comparison of the

distributions in (2
�
2) results in equality.

It may appear that this definition of surrogate based on “net-treatment” comparisons is suffi-

cient for both properties, causal necessity and generalizability. In contrast to standard beliefs

(e.g, Prentice, 1989; “individual-level surrogacy” of Buyse et al., 2000), however, none of

the approaches based on the definition of statistical surrogacy satisfies Property 3 of causal

necessity. As we will show in the next section, in a study where the post-treatment 2 is a

statistical surrogate, there will generally exist units with no causal effect of treatment on the

statistical surrogate and who, nevertheless, experience causal effects of treatment on outcome.

Conversely, in a study where there is no causal effect of treatment on outcome unless it occurs
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together with a causal effect of treatment on the surrogate, 2 will generally not be a statistical

surrogate.

We offer a new criterion for surrogacy using principal stratification and principal causal

effects. We show that the new criterion does satisfy Property 3 of causal necessity. Moreover,

in Sec. 5.3, we also discuss the role of principal stratification for better satisfying Property 4,

statistical generalizability of the surrogate.

5
�
2 Definition of Principal Surrogate and Property of Causal Necessity.

Principal surrogate.

Consider the basic principal strata of the simple study example of Sec. 5.1:

7 subjects whose CD4 count would be low and unaffected by treatment,
� �N� 2y�� ���N�

2>�� ���"� e $ , whom we label for simplicity “sicker” patients;

7 subjects whose CD4 count would be high and unaffected by the treatment
� �U� 2z�� ���R�

2>�� ���"� c{$ , and whom we label “healthier”;

7 subjects whose CD4 count under new treatment would be higher than under standard

treatment,
� �'� 2>�O �,�"� e

and 2>�� ���"� c{$ , and whom we label “normal”;

7 subjects whose CD4 count under new treatment would be lower than under standard

treatment,
� �'� 2>�O �,�"� c and 2*�% ���"� e $ , and whom we label “special”;

We propose the following definition of a surrogate based on principal stratification.

DEFINITION 2 is a principal surrogate for a comparison of the effect of � �V�
vs. � ���

on

� if, for all fixed
:
, that comparison between the ordered sets� �=�� �,�&� 2>�� �,�"� 2>�� ���"��: $ and

� �=�� �/�&� 2>�� �,�"� 2>�� ���"��: $ � (5
�
1)

results in equality.
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That is, causal effects of treatment on outcome � may only exist when causal effects of treat-

ment on the post-treatment variable 2 exist. Thus our criterion based on principal stratification

immediately satisfies Property 3 of causal necessity of the previous section.

Although definition (5
�
1) does not involve an assumption about the assignment model for

0"� , under randomization, criterion (5
�
1) implies that the same comparison applied to

pr
� � 3�465� 9 2>�� ���"� 2>�% ���"��:�� 0�� ��� $ and pr

� � 3�465� 9 2>�� ���"� 2>�� ���"��:�� 0�� �;� $ � (5
�
2)

also results in equality. The following result then asserts that Property 3 is not shared by a

statistical surrogate.

RESULT 1. In a randomized experiment, and with respect to any comparison, we have that: (a)

If the post-treatment variable 2 is a principal surrogate, then it is not, generally, a statistical

surrogate. (b) If the post-treatment variable 2 is a statistical surrogate, then it is not, generally,

a principal surrogate.

To understand better the implications of Result 1, we offer a proof by discussing the two

examples of Figure 1 for the comparison of averages (to show the result, in the figures we need

only consider scenarios with no “special” subjects). First consider Fig. 1(a). The subgroups

of patients who experience no causal effect of treatment on the CD4 counts (“sicker” and

“healthier”) experience no causal effect of treatment on survival. Therefore, by criterion (5
�
2),

CD4 count is a principal surrogate in this study.

However, when
:|� e

, the subgroup
� �d� 2 3�465� � e � 0�� �E� $ of subjects in the left side

conditioning of (2
�
2) is the mixture of “sicker” and “normal” patients under standard treatment,

whereas the subgroup
� �x� 2 3�465� � e � 0�� �w� $ is, in fact, a different group of subjects – the

“sicker” patients only – under new treatment. Using the numbers of Fig. 1(a), the left side of

(2
�
2) has mean 20 months, whereas the right side of (2

�
2) has mean 10 months. It follows that
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CD4 is not a statistical surrogate. Therefore, although the standard interpretation would be that

the new treatment decreases survival whenever it cannot change a low value of the surrogate,

that conclusion is incorrect, as the principal surrogacy of 2 clearly indicates.

Consider now Fig. 1(b). For the “sicker patients”, the new treatment has no causal effect

on their CD4 count, but does have a 10 month causal effect on increasing survival (comparing

sicker patients’ survival under new vs. standard treatment) . Similarly, a 10-month increase in

survival holds for the “healthier” patients in the study. Therefore, CD4 count is not a principal

surrogate, that is, there can be an effect of treatment on survival when there is no effect of treat-

ment on the surrogate. Using the criterion of statistical surrogacy, however, we obtain that, for:}� e
, both the left and right sides of (2

�
2) have mean 20 months, and that, for

:}� c , both the

left and right sides of (2
�
2) have mean 50 months, so CD4 is, by definition, a statistical surro-

gate for the average comparison. Therefore, although, here, the standard interpretation would

be that treatment does not change survival without changing the surrogate, this conclusion is

incorrect. The discrepancy indicated in Result 1 occurs more generally because a statistical

surrogate does not generally involve causal effects.

Associative and Dissociative effects.

We also propose, more generally than assessing principal surrogacy, to evaluate the effects of

treatment on outcome that are associative and dissociative with effects on the post-treatment

variable in the validation study. An effect on outcome that is dissociative with an effect on

surrogate is defined as a comparison between the ordered sets� �=�% ���&� 2>�� ���'� 2>�% ��� $ and
� �=�% ����� 2>�O ���"� 2>�� ��� $ � (5

�
3)

that were equated in (5
�
1). An effect on outcome that is associative with an effect on surrogate

is defined as a comparison between the ordered sets� �=�% ���&� 2>�� ���KM� 2>�% ��� $ and
� �=�% ����� 2>�O ���}M� 2>�� ��� $ � (5

�
4)
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Both (5
�
3) and (5

�
4) can, in principle, be further stratified on basic principal strata.

Both the associative effect (5
�
4) and the dissociative effect (5

�
3) are causal effects, by Prop-

erty 2 of Sec. 3. If the dissociative effect is large (small), then we are to conclude that there is

large (small) causal effect of treatment on outcome for subjects for whom treatment does not

affect CD4. Similarly, if the associative effect is large (small), then we are to conclude that

there is large (small) causal effect of treatment on outcome for subjects for whom treatment

does affect CD4. A comparison between (5
�
4) and (5

�
3) then measures the degree to which

a causal effect of treatment on outcome occurs together with a causal effect of treatment on

the surrogate. For example, if this association is high, it can indicate that developing a drug to

target biophysiological characteristics of the surrogate may be a good way to target the clinical

endpoint � . It is important to note that causal interpretation of the latter association is not

automatic, in contrast to (5
�
4) and (5

�
3), and should be examined experimentally in a new (per-

haps laboratory) study where an intervention manipulating a factor in addition to � would be

applied, e.g., to increase CD4. For that new study, the potential outcomes would be regarded

as functions, not of the uncontrolled post-treatment CD4, but of the new factorial interventions

used to change it.

Finally, we emphasize that the approach we present is applicable to continuous post-treatment

variables as well, where analogous comparisons are formulated as the conditional distributions

of the causal effect of treatment on outcome given principal strata of the post-treatment vari-

able, which differ from the “individual level” comparisons of Buyse et al. (2000, Sec. 4.2) (the

latter still being net-treatment comparisons).

5
�
3 Principal Stratification and Property of Statistical Generalizability.

We now examine the use of principal stratification to predict outcomes in a randomized ap-

plication study. Here, distinguish the distributions of principal strata and of outcomes given
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principal strata between a validation and an application study, respectively:

prV
� 2X ���A� 2X ��� $ � prV

� � 3�465 9 2X �,�A� 2X �/�A� 0P$ � (5
�
5)

prA
� 2X ���A� 2X ��� $ � prA

� � 3�465 9 2X �,�A� 2X �/�A� 0P$ � (5
�
6)

and assume all distributions are available except prA
� �d3�465 9 2X �,�A� 2X �/�A� 0P$ .

Before the outcomes � 3�465� in the application study are known, they could be predicted by

their predictive distribution, denoted by prA ��G38465 9 2�3�465 � 0 � . Because the distributions (5
�
6)

determine the distributions of all observable data in that study, we have (under randomization):

prA �� 3�465 9 2 3�465 � 0 �"��~ prA
� �d38465 9 2R ���A� 2R ���A� 0P$ prA

� 2X �,�A� 2X �/� $`sT2 ] � 5~ prA
� 2R ���A� 2R ��� $`sp2 ] � 5 �

(5
�
7)

Without waiting for any outcome � 3�465 , however, the correct predictive distribution is not avail-

able because prA
� � 38465 9 2R ���A� 2R ���A� 0P$ is not available. To address this, the standard approach

predicts the outcomes � 3�465 in the application study using the predictive distribution from the

validation study, prV �� 3�465 9 2 3�465 � 0 � , effectively replacing in (5
�
7) both distributions of (5

�
6)

with those of (5
�
5). But the application study can differ from the validation study in either the

distribution of principal strata or the potential outcomes given principal strata, in which case

the validation predictive distribution will be incorrect for the application study. This may help

to explain empirical evidence that regressions prV ��P3�465 9 2�3�465 � 0 � in one validation study can

be quite different in another study with the same type of treatment, outcome, and surrogate

(e.g., Fleming and DeMets, 1996).

Consider, alternatively, replacing only the outcome component in the right side of (5
�
7)

with that of the validation study, to obtain the synthetic predictive distribution defined as,

prSYN �� 3�465 9 2 3�465 � 0 �"� ~ prV
� � 38465 9 2R ���A� 2R ���A� 0P$ prA

� 2X �,�A� 2X �/� $`sT2`] � 5~ prA
� 2R ���A� 2R ��� $`sp2 ] � 5 �

(5
�
8)
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By any measure, it is more likely that “the left side of (5
�
6) equals the left side of (5

�
5)” than it is

that “both the right side and the left side of (5
�
6) equal, respectively, those in (5

�
5)” . Therefore,

using the synthetic predictive distribution (5
�
8) should be a more plausible approximation to

the correct predictive distribution in the application study, than the predictive distribution from

the validation study.

6. Remarks and Extensions.

For comparing treatment effects on outcomes adjusting for post-treatment variables, we fo-

cused on estimands before estimation, by formulating principal causal effects. We compared

our estimands with existing estimands, and separated this discussion from issues of their esti-

mation, which can only be relevant when the estimands are relevant. We discuss the estimation

of principal effects in subsequent papers specifically for each open application.

As discussed in Sec. 3, membership of subjects to the principal strata is not generally fully

observed, and so estimation must involve techniques for incomplete (missing) data. Moreover,

because with no restrictions there is generally a range of parameter values that maximize the

likelihood, it is important to couple our framework with plausible additional assumptions spe-

cific to each context. Such explicit restrictions (e.g., “latent ignorability” of outcome missing-

ness or the “compound exclusion restriction”, Frangakis and Rubin, 1999), can be scientifically

more plausible than the implicit assumptions of standard approaches and can also lead to in-

creased precision of estimated principal causal effects. It is, therefore, a distinct advantage

that our framework formalizes why and what types of assumptions are needed, and how to

incorporate them to make inference in these problems.

Although we concentrated on examples with two treatments and binary post-treatment vari-

able, the framework is immediately applicable to post-treatment variables that are multivariate,

(e.g., as in the experiment on school choice, Sec. 4) or time-dependent, or continuous (end of
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Sec. 5.2), and to multiple treatments, say � ���/���
�	�	���
. In the latter case, the basic principal

strata with respect to 2 are subgroups of subjects with the same vector �2y�� ���A�)�
�	�
� 2>�% ���B� . Then,

as in (3
�
1), principal causal effects are comparisons of the potential outcomes among strata that

are unions of the basic principal strata.

In summary, continued use of the current frameworks in problems with post-treatment vari-

ables (e.g., surrogate endpoints) in principle makes incorrect attributions of effects of treat-

ments. As Buyse (2000) noted recently about the comparison of our framework to the existing

ones for surrogate endpoints: “Until now, we had always thought that the roles of biology and

statistics did not mix in these complex problems. But principal causal effects set the framework

for allowing biological assumptions in statistical methods and vice versa.” We hope that this

paper provokes the development and dissemination of more principled frameworks.
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Figure 1. Distinction between statistical and principal surrogates. Dashed boxes represent

missing information, solid boxes represent observed information.
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